
Fallout Wasteland Warfare unofficial fan made rules: Wasteland encounters 

During a campaign or playing settlement mode when you’re ready to leave to go on your next location, you 
can roll to see if you encounter something along the way. Be it a trader, a raider or even a Deathclaw! These 
events act as their own sub locations before you arrive at your destined battle location. Sub locations are half 
the size of your gaming board and will state what you’ll be facing, your faction must be 50% of your total gang 
cap pool in the sub location battles or alternatively equivalent to the opponents’ total gang cap total.  
You’ll need: A Wasteland deck of Item, Danger, Event, Creature and Stranger cards. Several AI cards and unit 
cards for Creatures, Raiders, Robots, Survivors, Supermutants or replace some for other factions of your 
choosing. A notepad to write reminders of any events that took place. Finally, some models, though you can 
use substitutes like appropriate bases with the name of the unit written on the surface. 
First roll a D4 or D12 (results are rounded in rolls like: 1-3= 1, 4-6=2, 7-9=3 and 10-12=4) to see if an event will 
play out in your next game. If it’s nothing then you may set up your next major battle in your next game, 
however, if it’s an event, roll a D20 to see what event will play out. 
 
Wasteland roll of D4/D12:  

1. Nothing- move on to the next major battle. 
2. Event- Roll a D20 for the event set. 
3. Nothing- move on to the next major battle. 
4. Event- Roll a D20 for the event set 
D20 roll Event set 1:  

1. Scavenger: You find a junk pile of scrap that might be of worth to you on your journey, use a Charisma 
skill roll check to see if you find anything.  

• Pass- Gain 1 item card from the Wasteland deck. 

• Fail- 1 wound to the Leader and draw 1 item card from the Wasteland deck. The wound stays 
into your next battle. 

2. Salesmen: Buy goods from this merchant, it may come in handy for the battle ahead! You can 
purchase any items in the item Wasteland deck including weapons, food, mods and gear, except for 
units, power armour, robot units and unique items. (Cap costs are listed on the Fallout Wasteland 
Warfare app in the library or in the Cap cost PDF in the Modiphius Fallout Wasteland Warfare 
downloads page). You can only spend if you have the caps… 

3. The Food Merchant: Need some snacks? Squirrel bits are quite popular in these parts of the 
Wasteland! Gain 1 Food item card of your choice and pay the cap cost, or draw a Stranger card from 
the Wasteland Stranger deck. 

4. The Assassin: Your enemies are wary of your actions, so they’ve hired an Assassin to kill your leader! 
Add 1 model to the enemy force (even if it exceeds above the total cap limit) that is of the same 
faction or neutral alliance. It must be equipped with standard equipment and its priority and objective 
is to kill your leader. Note: the following cannot be used as the assassin- Super Mutant Behemoth, 
Swan, Mirelurk Queen, Liberty Prime and unique units/named characters.  

5. Vengeance: Looks like someone’s got a vendetta against you! In your sub location battle, you’ll be 
facing an enemy that you have previously defeated, it could even be a named character you’ve made 
up too! This force must be half of the total cap size of your total gang cap pool in your sub location 
battle. They are equipped with standard equipment and any other items they have acquired in your 
previous games. 

6. Weary Wastelander: You spot a a weary Wastelander who is thirsty from a long and treacherous 
journey. You can:  

• Ignore the Wastelander and move on, this has nothing to concern you on your mission. 

• Give the Wastelander one of your food items in your inventory pool, that Wastelander will 
join you in your next major game as 1 Scavenger model unit with standard equipment. 

7. Demon of the Wasteland: Whilst you carry out your next mission, you and your foe hear a roar from 
the distance, you both realize that the demon of the wastes has come to feast! add 1 Deathclaw 
model to your next major game as an unaligned AI unit, it will attack anyone in range, even if the 
enemy faction is Creature and has Deathclaws. 

8. Brawl over supplies: A confrontation between two sides over scarce supplies is taking place Infront of 
you. You can:  

• Help resolve the situation by Charisma skill roll check. Pass- you resolve the situation and 
earn 20 caps. Fail- Both sides kill each other.  
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• Kill them all and earn 50 caps and 1 food item card, but Vengeance event will be 
automatically played in your next game. 

• Ignore them and move on. 
9. Wounded Deathclaw: You see a wounded demon ahead, maybe you could claim a bounty for a local 

settlement as a reward. Add 1 Young Deathclaw in your sub location battle as an unaligned AI enemy. 
10. Mutated Scorpions: During your travel through the Wasteland, a Radscorpion bursts from the ground 

and tries to stab you with its poisonous stabbing tail! During your next major game in round 2 during 
your Leaders action phase, place 1 AI Radscorpion more than 6” away from your Leader model and 
more than 9” away from the board edge. It can perform the usual 2 actions that turn.  

11. I’ve got my eye on you: Looks like a hired mercenary wants you dead, from afar! Your enemy has a 
rifleman setting their sights to kill your Leader/escorted companion/defended individual. Add 1 Raider 
model equipped with a sniper rifle weapon in your next major game as a controlled asset to your 
opponent. 

12. Crashed plane: You find a long-ago crashed plane in the Wasteland, could be some value if you take a 
gamble and search inside. If you dare, use the Search skill test check. 

• Pass- Gain 1 mod item card from the Wasteland item deck.  

• Fail- Draw only 1 card from either Danger, Creature or stranger card from the Wasteland 
deck. 

13. Alien Tech: You find a strange weapon out here in the Wasteland next to an alien corpse, maybe you 
could use it yourself? [Only once in a Campaign, reroll again if you’ve already done this event] You 
gain 1 Alien Blaster weapon card which you can equip to any model of your choice, but must be only 
with that elected model onwards. 

14. Robber: “Hands up Freak! Hand over your caps now!” You can either: 

• Do a Charisma skill test check to convince the robber that life is more sacred than caps. Pass- 
Scare the robber away. Fail- you lose 100 caps or any caps you have that is below 100 caps. 

• Kill him, you face 1 AI Raider model that is equivalent in health to your leader or close 
enough to that number in a 1v1 sub location battle.  

• Give your caps to the robber and attempt to rob it back using a Search skill test check with -2 
modifier. Pass- you gain 200 caps. Fail- the robber notices your attempt and runs away, 
ending this event.  

15. Brocken Bot: Think your “Handy” with repairs? A Merchants bot has just recently broken down and 
needs repairing. You can either:  

• Repair the bot using intelligence skill test check. Pass- Gain 100 caps. Fail- Bot turns on you 
and causes 2 wounds to the elected model to repair the bot. These wounds stay onto your 
next major battle.  

• Hack the robot to kill its owner and keep it for yourself using Intelligence skill test check. 
Pass- Owner is vaporized and you claim the bot as your follower. Fail- bot turns on the owner 
and you! Causes 2 wounds to the elected model to repair the bot. These wounds stay onto 
your next major battle. 

• Threaten the owner that you’ll take the bot and they walk away alive using your Charisma 
skill test check. Pass- The owner flees and you take the robot for yourself, although its health 
is halved. Fail- The owner attacks you and a sub location battle begin with 1 bot and 1 
scavenger models as enemy AI units.  

16. The Stranger: You come across a stranger in your travels that may help you or tarnish your current 
mission. Draw and resolve a stranger card in your Wasteland Stranger deck. 

17. Raider encounter: You come face to face with the degenerate gang of raiders, death is the only 
answer. In your next major battle you’ll be facing Raiders at the same cap limit as your gang.  

18. Disarm mines: You come across a mine, fail to disarm it may end up killing your companion! Do a 
Grenade Skill test check with the elected model. Pass- the model is spared. Fail- the model is removed 
from your gang in your next major battle. (Note: you may receive the same 1 model unit type back in 
your gang after the next major battle is over).  

19. Strange Meat seller: You come across a strange meat seller who sells you a strange piece of meat. 
Draw 1 Stranger card and 1 Food item card in the Wasteland deck.  

20. Cannibal hunt: You see degenerate cannibals feasting on a settler corpse. They look at you with 
hungry intent. Draw 1 Stranger card and 1 Danger card in your Wasteland deck.  

 


